2001 PIAA AAA BOYS' DOUBLES TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP
Sarni Tennis Complex, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania

Friday, May 25
Nick Hjorth/Peter Christiansen 1-1 Central Bucks East
(1)
Hjorth/Christiansen 6-2, 6-2
Carlin Campbell/Ryan Weisband 7-3 Fox Chapel
Hjorth/Christiansen 6-3, 6-2
Devon Peightal/Ryan Deimel 10-1 Cathedral Prep.
Josephs/Josephs 6-3, 6-1
Peightal/Deimel 6-0, 7-5
Scott Paviol/Manan Pandya 3-2 Carlisle
Hjorth/Christiansen 7-5, 6-3
Hjorth/Christiansen 7-5, 6-3
Matt Struble/Matt Stevenson 11-1 East Stroudsburg South
Winner of Match #13
Winner of Match #14

Saturday, May 26
Struble/Stevenson 6-4, 6-3
Hjorth/Christiansen 7-5, 6-3
Sud/Chipala 6-3, 4-6, 6-1

Chad VanRodden/Bret VanRodden 3-3 Manheim Township
Durkin/Lagnese 4-6, 6-2, 7-5
Graham Wasilition/Marius Doring 6-1 State College
Kavi Sud/Carlton Chlipala 5-2 Emmaus

Sam Nuernberger/Jason Hoffman 2-1 Honesdale
Durkin/Lagnese 6-2, 7-5
German Mats/John Shelly 11-2 Taylor Allderdice

Tuesday, May 21
Mike Durkin/Steve Lagnese 7-2 Hampton
Durkin/Lagnese 6-3, 6-2
Jason Brooke/Asher Salam 1-3 Strath Haven

Wilson Championship Tennis Balls™
“OFFICIAL BALL” OF THE PIAA CHAMPIONSHIPS

2001 PIAA AAA Boys' Doubles Champion

Winner of Match #13
Loser of Match #13

Winner of Match #14
Loser of Match #14

Friday, May 25
Nolan Shenai/Alex Justinani 3-1 Hershey
Alff/Christiansen 0-6, 7-6(7), 6-3
Joeys/Josephs 6-3, 6-1
Dave Alff/Thomas Christiansen 1-4 Central Bucks East
Ray Josephs/Ross Josephs 1-2 Strath Haven
Mike D’Achille/Steve D’Achille 7-1 North Allegheny

Thursday, May 24
Mike Durkin/Steve Lagnese 7-2 Hampton
Durkin/Lagnese 6-3, 6-2
Josephs/Josephs 6-3, 1-6, 6-2
Central Bucks East 1-4
German Mats/Jon Shelly 11-2 Taylor Allderdice
Jason Brooke/Asher Salam 1-3 Strath Haven

2001 PIAA AAA Boys’ Doubles 3rd Place

OFFICIAL BALL™ OF THE PIAA CHAMPIONSHIPS

2001 PIAA AAA Boys' Doubles 3rd Place